
Upcoming BC Events

Events are now at full capacity in BC! Yes, we have all been missing parts of
our cultural life. Well no more…time to get your culture on! Our province's

creative community needs you as much as you need it.
Talk about win-win, the time is here. Enjoy!

Conversation on the
Art of P.Mansaram |
Surrey Art Gallery

This winter, Surrey Art Gallery is
pleased to host the travelling
exhibition P.Mansaram: The Medium
is the Medium is the Medium from
January 22 to March 20.

For the late P.Mansaram, repetition

39 Steps | The Royal
Canadian Theatre

Company

Mix a Hitchcock masterpiece with a
juicy spy novel, add a dash of Monty
Python and you have the 39 Steps: a
fast-paced and hilarious who-dun-it.
Four actors play all the roles in this
Tony Award winner. 

A cast of four actors plays over 150
characters in this fast-paced tale of
an ordinary man on an extraordinarily
entertaining adventure. The 39 Steps
contains every single legendary
scene from the award-winning movie
— including the chase on the Flying
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was art practice, repetition was
meditation, repetition was spirituality,
repetition was falling in love, and as
he said, repetition was a way to
finding god. Yet, for all this interest in
repetition, Mansaram’s work is never
repetitive. Figures and symbols
appear and reappear in different
spaces and configurations. Text and
image play off each other. 

January 21, 2022 - March 20, 2022

OPUS Daily Practice
Challenge

Practice makes progress! Connect
with your arts community, keep your
creative momentum up with a daily
challenge throughout the month of
February, and imagine how your
personal or professional art practice
will be enhanced.

The Opus Daily Practice Challenge is
for everyone who wants to improve
their skills and exercise their
imagination, no matter what level
you’re at. Take it on in a big way, or
make small steps with daily doodles!

February 1 to February 28, 2022 

Scotsman, the escape on the Forth
Bridge, the first theatrical bi-plane
crash ever staged and the sensational
death-defying finale in the London
Palladium.

March 18, 2022 - April 2, 2022

EYEWITNESS | New
Media Gallery

Not so long ago, at the beginning of
the 21st century, a flurry of radical
changes in technology ushered in a
new era of civil rights activism.
Powerful new technologies brought
unprecedented opportunities to
gather, analyze and report out to a
global audience. The notion of citizen
reporting or citizen journalism; the
ability to capture raw, new
perspectives; gained new
significance.

From cell phone and CCTV content,
to forensic analysis, to creative
coding, the artists and activists in this
exhibition gain access to missing,
hidden or difficult-to-retrieve
information.

February 5, 2022 - March 30, 2022
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The Slocan Ramblers |
Evergreen Cultural

Centre

The Slocan Ramblers (2020 IBMA
Momentum Band of the Year Award
Winner, 2020 CFMA Winner & 2019
Juno Award Nominee) are Canada’s
bluegrass band to watch.

Rooted in tradition, fearlessly creative
and possessing a bold, dynamic
sound, The Slocans have become a
leading light of today’s acoustic music
scene. With a reputation for energetic
live shows, impeccable musicianship
and an uncanny ability to convert
anyone within earshot into a lifelong
fan, The Slocans have been winning
over audiences
from Merlefest to RockyGrass and
everywhere in between.
 
February 27, 2022 @ 7:30 pm - 9:00
pm

REVY. Live

Another exciting season of
entertainment awaits you at the
theatre. Arts Revelstoke is proud to
present a fabulous winter season of
live shows and movies at the
Revelstoke Performing Arts Centre,
which is back to full capacity for
2022! 

Their creatively curated line-up this
winter holds a variety of
performances and features Trace by
Red Sky, Kalabante’s African Circus
and Fred Penner.

January 11 - April 9, 2022

DISCOVER MORE EVENTS HERE

Love our content? Leave us a review on Google!

Click Here to Leave a Review

AND follow us on Social Media!
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Discover BC's
Creative Communities

_____________

Your on-line guide to
BC's Arts & Culture

EXPLORE Art-BC.com

Become a Marketing Member and
be Featured on Art-BC.com

Register TodayRegister Today

Each Marketing Member
receives our full service
set up + 3 event listings

and more.

Annual Fee is 150.00

In addition you'll receive:

your content shared
with our followers
across social media
platforms
A feature in our News
Digest sent out to our
subscribers
Plus a 48 Hour
Instagram takeoverA
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Our Mission is to create a sustaining, multi-platform, self-guided resource for
culturally curious explorers showcasing the rich cultural tapestry and unique
curated community experiences in regions across British Columbia.

For over twenty years Van Dop & Associates has been an industry leader in
empowering the artists, producers and keepers of Arts, Culture and Heritage in
BC to stay connected with an authentic and engaged audience.

We advocate for economic strength in the cultural sector through strategic,
curated, community marketing partnerships with local tourism, arts and cultural
organizations, other major stakeholders and the people cultivating, creating and
preserving local culture.


